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What is the “Charleston loophole?”
In the vast majority of cases, when an individual seeks to buy a gun and submits to 
a background check, the National Instant Criminal Background Checks System 
(NICS) returns a definitive result within a matter of minutes, indicating whether 
the buyer is legally eligible to buy a gun.1 However, in a small number of cases, the 
system is unable to make an immediate determination as to whether a prospective 
buyer is eligible to buy a gun. Under current federal law, the FBI has three business 
days to continue to investigate. If after three days, the FBI has not concluded the 
investigation, the gun seller has the discretion to proceed with the sale, despite the 
lack of an affirmative finding that the individual is eligible to buy a firearm. These 
sales are called “default proceed” sales.2   

The default proceed sale process has become known as the Charleston loophole. 
This loophole was how the shooter who committed a horrific hate crime in 2015 at 
the Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South Carolina, obtained his firearm. 
The shooter’s criminal history made him ineligible to buy a firearm, but a problem 
with his records in NICS resulted in a delay in resolving the background check 
within three business days. The dealer sold the gun through a default proceed 
transaction, and two months later, the shooter used that gun to murder nine wor-
shippers attending Bible study at the historic African American church.3 

Why are default proceed gun sales a problem?
Allowing gun sales to proceed without a completed background check enables 
individuals who are prohibited from gun possession—such as the Charleston 
shooter—to evade the law and buy guns. This is not a hypothetical risk. In 2018, 
4,240 background checks were denied nationwide after the three-day investigation 
period elapsed. In at least 3,960 of those cases, a gun was sold to the prohibited 
buyer at the discretion of the dealer, requiring officers of the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives to attempt to retrieve these guns from individu-
als with a potentially dangerous criminal history.4 
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The risk that prohibited purchasers will be able to buy guns through default 
proceed transactions is particularly acute in the context of domestic violence. 
Under current federal law, individuals who have been convicted of a misdemeanor 
crime of domestic violence or are subject to a domestic violence restraining order 
are barred from buying guns. There are often challenges in determining whether 
a particular conviction or restraining order in a domestic violence case quali-
fies as gun prohibiting, which can often lead to delays in resolving background 
checks in these cases. As a result, a disproportionate number of default proceed 
cases and subsequent firearm retrievals occur in the context of a buyer who was 
prohibited due to domestic violence. In 2018, 22 percent of the cases in which a 
gun was transferred to a prohibited purchaser through a default proceed transac-
tion involved someone prohibited due to a misdemeanor conviction of domestic 
violence or a domestic violence restraining order, totaling more than 850 guns.5 

To address this gap, nine states have passed legislation extending the time period 
a firearm dealer must wait before transferring a gun to a purchaser if a background 
check has not yet been completed.6 Additionally, some states remedy concerns 
over default proceeds by using licensing and registration laws to provide law 
enforcement with additional time to conduct background checks on potential gun 
owners.7 More recently, the Gov. Gina M. Raimondo (D-RI) declared an emer-
gency extension of Rhode Island’s background check window, temporarily pro-
hibiting gun dealers from transferring firearms to purchasers until a background 
check has cleared or 30 days have elapsed.8

How has a surge in gun sales during the COVID-19 pandemic   
highlighted this dangerous loophole?
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent closures and lock-
downs, Americans began purchasing firearms at an unprecedented rate in 2020. 
Nearly 2 million guns were sold in the month of March alone,9 and by the end 
of 2020, Americans had exceeded the highest number of gun purchases in a 
single year with 23 million firearms sold.10 The drastic surge in gun purchasing 
during the pandemic put unprecedented strain on an already under-resourced 
background check system,11 and municipal office and court closures during the 
pandemic have prevented NICS examiners from having timely access to essential 
court documents.12 This has led to significant delays in background check turn-
arounds and an increased risk of firearms erroneously sold to prohibited purchas-
ers through a default proceed sale. An analysis by Everytown for Gun Safety found 
that an estimated 35,000 potential default proceed sales occurred in the month 
of March alone, with at least 523 of these guns going to prohibited persons and 
nearly 25 percent going to individuals with domestic violence prohibitors.13 The 
Charleston loophole turned what should have been a simple administrative incon-
venience during the pandemic into a potential public health emergency. 
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How should Congress address the Charleston loophole?
At a minimum, Congress should amend the law to give the FBI additional time to 
complete a background check investigation before a default proceed sale may be 
permitted. However, to fully eliminate the risk of default proceed sales, Congress 
should eliminate default proceed sales entirely and require a completed back-
ground check before a gun sale can proceed. 
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